Polish Units

Grodzicki Infantry (943)
Grotthaus Infantry (701)
Royal Guard Infantry (commander Fromhold Wolf) (708)
Butler Infantry (929)
Zamoyski Infantry (938)
Lubomirski Infantry (1600)
Royal Dragoon regiment (531)
Morsztyn Dragoon Regiment (1000)
Sobieski Dragoon Squadron (376)
Lubomirski Dragoon Squadron (200)

Lubomirski Cavalry (2115) (1 sqn, winged hussars; 16 cossack sqns & 1 Tartar sqn)
Zamoyski Cavalry (609) (1 sqn winged hussars, 3 cossack sqns)

Imperialist Units

Heister Cuirassier Regiment (1,000)
Ratschin (or Ratschini) Cuirassier Regiment (1,000)

Note: for the Polish units these are an indication of the possible strength. Stade and Wimmer suggest reducing these figures by 10% to determine the real figure, but a higher reduction may be more accurate. The strength figures of 1,000 men for the Imperials are highly suspect and might well be closer to 800 men.